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The internet can
promote  false
information  

 People where scared of the train thinking
going at such high speeds that they would melt

this turned out to be false
Another thing that people thought was that

schools would wear out students brains, that
also turned out to be false.

People also thought that TV’s were going to
radio, reading, and family life. The fears of the

internet will just wear out 

New technologies have been feared before, so the
fear of the internet fear will just wear out and

those fears that used to be turned out to be false.

Internet 

Pros

Is the Internet “making us stupid’ 

The Internet has reduced are ability to focus 
 and is changing how are memory functions and

promoted not comprehending reading.
 A study found that people who read more digital
text and skim over it retain less information than

people reading on paper text
To connect it to the previous one reading

without comprehinding with people skimming
over digital text leads to lower ELA scores.  

With the speed of the internet it is different from
previous tech, and reprogramming are brains for

the worse 

IQ scores are dropping due to environmental
cause such as the internet 

The  internet also gives us a false feeling that we
can multitask which scientists found that humans

can not truly multitask 
Sictiensts also found that are functional IQ drops
by 10 when we try multitasking or are distracted

by the internet. The loss of that much IQ points is
more than the loss of sleep one night and more

than double of that smoking marijuana  

IQ scores after decades on the rise are starting to
drop on sync with the internet coming to rise. For people with the internet it is an amazing

tool. It is an enormously powerful tool, has
provided accesses to things we have never

seen or experienced before. 
Social Media offers ways of communication for

people to interact with people around the
world and with people with disabilities to

interact with their family who lives far away
The internet can also help senior citizens with

the life by helping them with tasks if they don’t
have anybody to help them.  

The internet gives diverse populations of people
more equal accesses to information and what’s

going on it the world. 

 

 The internet can help
senior citizens with their

everyday life 

Cons

The internees is making us stupid, I think this mainly because of Pro 2
and that the IQ score shave been dropping for ages.  

Concluding Argument


